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This webinar is based on true events

TODAY

• Focus on our sector

• Synthetic data: What, why and how

• Practical considerations, pitfalls and caveats 
based on a real proof-of-concept experience

• Using and evaluating synthetic data

• Open Source vs. Private Market

• Future directions
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Introduction
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A synthetically generated picture

“A synthetic dataset consists of fictitious replacement data, that mimics the structure and distribution of 
the original data.” [as imagined by DALL-E 2]
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https://openai.com/dall-e-2/


Synthetic data

Create a fictitious dataset that mimics an actual dataset
by learning its structure and generating plausible datapoints.
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Image © Haoran Li, Li Xiong, Lifan Zhang, and Xiaoqian Jiang, 
“DPSynthesizer: Differentially Private Data Synthesizer for Privacy Preserving Data Sharing”



Regulatory developments impacting data access and processing

Source: "Towards the European Health Data Space", Markus Kalliola, TEHDAS

 Nov 2022

 Oct 2022

* 2022 - Cyber Resilience Act

 Jun 2022

 Jun 2019
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Entered in force:



Why?

• Regulatory requirements makes (re-)use of sensitive data a headache
• “Sufficient / adequate” technical and organizational measures

• Explicit permission from data subjects

• Obligations to anonymize / delete data 

• Writing impact assessments, keeping registries, …

• Improve on existing bad practices
• Production data in test / dev environments

• Lack of testing due to lack of (realistic) data

• “Here’s a copy but don’t tell anyone”

• Real data can be unbalanced, biased or expensive to collect 
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Use cases for synthetic data

• Make a realistic alternative to (sensitive) data available 
• As a data controller, to external parties for research

• As a company, to the architects, developers and testers that build your software

• As a researcher, to the outside world (reproducibility)

• …

• Realistic simulations / generate test data

• Data augmentation for ML applications

• …
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⚠ Synthetic data generation is generally a one-way pipeline
 Can no longer be linked to original/real data
 Involves randomness: 2 runs = 2 different results



Example: SyntheticMass

• “SyntheticMass is a model of synthetic residents of the state of Massachusetts, 
with [statistically plausible] artificial health records for the fictional residents.”

• Tests various aspects of an eHealth-system
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syntheticmass.mitre.org


Example: SyntheticMass
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Approaches
per data type
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1. Independent free text

• Address lines, names, formatted numbers, …

• Software libraries: Faker / Mimesis / Benerator

• Flexible use in scripts 
• Generate new data

• Shuffle existing data

• Add your own extensions
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https://faker.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/lk-geimfari/mimesis
https://www.benerator.de/


2. Numerical / Categorical data
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Similar “summary statistics” 
≠ good mimicking of 
original data



2. Numerical / Categorical data

Conservation of distributions ≠ conservation of correlations

Age Retired

15 FALSE

24 FALSE

50 FALSE

68 TRUE

72 TRUE

88 TRUE

NO YES

NO YES

Retired

Age Retired

88 FALSE

68 TRUE

50 FALSE

15 TRUE

72 FALSE

24 TRUE

Age<67
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2. Numerical / Categorical data

• 1. Learn (joint) distributions from original data  statistical model  
2. Repeatedly “sample” this model

• Sample conditional distributions to generate representative subsets

Image © Haoran Li, Li Xiong, Lifan Zhang, and Xiaoqian Jiang, 
“DPSynthesizer: Differentially Private Data Synthesizer for Privacy Preserving Data Sharing”
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Machine learning Sampling



3. Simulation of the generative process

• Generate data for rare or expensive events

• Create annotated datasets for machine learning
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Image © Ernest Cheung, T.K. Wong, Aniket Bera, Xiaogang Wang, Dinesh Manocha
“LCrowdV: Generating Labeled Videos for Simulation-based Crowd Behavior Learning”



3. Simulation of the generative process
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Agent-based 
Modeling 

• Complex dynamic 
systems (e.g. 
physics/biology 
simulations)

• Generate interaction 
data

• Tools: specialized 
frameworks –
Repast (C++), 
MASON (Java), 
Mesa (Python), …

Virtual 
Environments

• Robotics, VR, 
self-driving, …

• Generate many 
different scenarios

• Tools: 3D engines –
Unity3D, GTA, 
X-Plane, …

Synthesizers

• Audio, speech, 
generative art, …

• Generate multimedia 
from symbolic 
representations

• Tools: text-to-speech 
systems, MIDI, 
WaveNet, Processing, 
…

See also: https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11512 



In practice
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A usecase

Let’s take a dataset and pick a software library:
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[ Source: Kaggle, “Adult Census Income” dataset ]  



Dataset exploration – categorical variables
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Dataset exploration – categorical variables - detail
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Dataset exploration – numerical variables
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Getting started
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Results out-of-the-box (statistical Copula model)
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However …
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… or in graphical form …
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… or in graphical form …
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What’s happening?

• SDV’s default algorithms deal particularly badly with:
• Highly skewed or irregular distributions

• Distributions with long tails

• Outliers (tend to be ignored)

 but this is all very common in real life datasets!

• There is a structural limit: 
for rare values, there are not enough datapoints to learn suitable 
conditional distributions or correlations with other variables
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Deep learning: sometimes better, sometimes worse

Copula (stat.)               Copula+CTGAN

(deep learning)
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Know your data
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Data encoding matters (1)

Minors omitted from the dataset: Minors encoded as “-1” in the dataset:
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Data encoding matters (2)

“hours worked per week” is encoded as integer but actually represents a categorical 
(fulltime, parttime, …)
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Data encoding matters (3)
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For the vast majority of datapoints, capital=$0,
and there is a limited number of other values 
 what does that mean?



What’s happening?

• Assumes smooth distributions -> interpolates when sampling

• Computer doesn’t know meaning of data  wrong data type estimates

• What does omitted data represent?
• A missing year of birth doesn’t mean a person was born in the year 0

• Booleans: missing data = FALSE or missing data = third category?
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Synthetic data construction 
requires many active decisions

≠ Load data & press start



Data prep & 
finetuning
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Count data

• Some datasets contain count data:

( obviously this table does not say that frost is present in 20% of the datapoints )

• For a correct data model:
• 1. “unroll” the data (= undo the counting, expand) and delete count variable

• 2. train the model and generate synthetic data

• 3. recount / regroup the synthetic data
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Frost Rain Sun # days

No No Yes 52

No Yes No 43

Yes No Yes 1

No No No 187

No Yes Yes 10



Forcing dataset coverage

• There are no guarantees that a particular value will be drawn from the 
distribution, especially when those values are rare / outliers:

• Conditional generation allows to forcibly generate certain values

• Conditioning on rare values may give repetitive results
(because not enough data to properly learn conditional distributions)
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Dependent columns

• Columns can be entirely computed from others:

• SDV cannot detect dependencies, only approximately learns correlations

• For a correct data model:
• Remove computed columns

• Learn model and generate data

• Re-calculate and re-add the dependent columns
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X Y X+Y 2Y-X

2 4 6 6

8 7 15 6

0 1 1 2

1 0 1 -1



Constraints

• The meaning of the data may imply other dependencies
• Date of birth < date of death

• City = Hasselt  Province = Limburg

• Age < 18  child_benefits = true

• Distance > 0

• $ORCL = Oracle 

• A 25-year-old in year X, cannot be 36 in year X+1

• Encode these in constraints that can be
• Incorporated in the model

• Enforced by fusing columns

• Enforced through rejection sampling 
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Finetuning tips and tricks

• Minimize the number of columns
• Resynthesize a column only when necessary 

• minimizes cumulative error

• Exploit knowledge about the data
• Fuse columns that are strongly correlated (e.g. city and its province)

• Use constraints to prevent generating nonsensical datapoints

• Decide what to do with outliers and missing data and why

• Merging the least-used categories into an “other” category (reduces the “long tail”)

• Watch out for overfitting
• Explore a variety of training parameters
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Using & 
Evaluating
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Analytics?

• Possibilities for analytics on synthetic data are limited!

• Structure of the data is approximately mimicked
• 1 variable statistics (min, max, avg, etc) are mostly preserved,

• Links between 2 variables (correlation, …) are somewhat preserved,

• Links between more variables (regressions, …) are poorly or not preserved,

• The error margin on synthetic data is cumulative and increases
• More variables (columns) 

• More outliers or distribution imbalance

 Synthetic data usefulness depends on the use case



Evaluation

• SDMetrics library (under development) provides some toolkit-agnostic 
evaluation routines

• Commercial solutions often provide well-illustrated analysis reports
- e.g. cross-correlation graphs :

• Evaluation of privacy aspects:   
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Image source: Gretel.AI



The market



The market

Commercial market is booming!
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💵 67M$

💵 31M$

💵 45M$



Configuration: example tonic.ai
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Pipeline: example mostly.ai
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Reports: example Gretel.ai
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Experiences with commercial tools

• Today, commercial software performs better than open source
• Better estimation of data properties and subsequent setting of parameters

• Seems more up to speed with developments in deep learning

• User-friendly interfaces

• Built-in reports with clean graphics
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Don’t believe me? Ask these guys!

[DOI 10.2760/50072 – July 2022]

“Current methods of data synthesis 
using open source tools are relatively 
powerful but only for flat tables, with 
limited number of constraints, low 
cardinality categorical variables and 
continuous, without hard breaks.”

“Commercial solutions still beat the 
available research and open source 
solutions by a huge margin at the 
time of writing.”

“The field is evolving very fast and we 
may expect competitive open source 
solutions in the near future.”
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Conclusions
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The upsides
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Inspired from Hradec et. al. : “Multipurpose synthetic population for policy applications” , JRC, 2022, DOI 10.2760/50072

Carefully crafted and 
properly quality-checked 

synthetic data is free from 
many regulatory issues.

Synthetic data can be used 
more flexibly: put it in the 
cloud, make it available as 

Open Data, …

Create digital twins or test 
environments with synthetic 

test data, to increase test 
coverage and improve the 

development process.

The field is fast evolving 
while also steadily maturing.

Multiple vendors offer 
qualitative solutions today.



Current challenges
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Inspired from Hradec et. al. : “Multipurpose synthetic population for policy applications” , JRC, 2022, DOI 10.2760/50072

Inflated expectations: a 
synthetic dataset still differs 

from the original, and is 
therefore not for every use 

case a good substitute. 

Synthetic data should not be 
taken at face value. User 

discretion is advised when 
interpreting results based on a 

synthetic dataset.

Qualitative synthesis remains 
challenging in some common 
cases:

• For hierarchical or very complex data 

• For small datasets, datasets with 
many columns, or with many outliers

Creating good synthetic data 
requires expert domain 

knowledge, careful verification 
and validation, and a good 

grasp of statistics.



What’s next?

Papers on diffusion models for tabular text are starting to appear:

[ Source: paperswithcode.com ] 

[ DALL-E 2 : “surrealist painting of a mirror standing in a barren landscape, reflecting a bustling city” ] 



What’s next?
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• Continued developments in all fields of “Generative AI”

• Combinations of different technologies and cross-pollination

e.g. ChatGPT (dialog model) + MidJourney (text-to-image generator)

[ Source: Twitter / Guy Parsons (@GuyP), 30/11/2022 ] 



What’s next?
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[ Source: Twitter / Guy Parsons 
(@GuyP), 30/11/2022 ] 



What’s next?
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[ Source: Twitter / Guy Parsons 
(@GuyP), 30/11/2022 ] 



What’s next?
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[ Source: Twitter / Guy Parsons 
(@GuyP), 30/11/2022 ] 
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Thank you!

Questions?
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